GREENVILLE GONDOLA
52’ 6” WITH CORRUGATIONS


THE PROTOTYPE:
Gondolas are workhorses that tend to get “rode hard and put away wet”. It doesn’t take
long for them to look like it. There are many varieties of gondolas. The corrugated sides
along with the straight side sills make this a distinctive car. It is seen across much of
North America and carries a wide variety of loads. Gondolas represented by this model
were owned by four railroads, MP had 2672 built from 1977 through 1983. UP had
several hundred built in 1982. Green Bay & Western had 35 built in 1983. And Nacional
de Mexico had some. The NdM, GB&W, and more than half of the MP cars were built in
Mexico.
Some of the MP cars came with the buzzsaw, and some with the screaming eagle.
After the MP merged with the UP some patching occured haphazardly, so there are
some interesting combinations of UP & MP markings.

THE KIT
This kit is a collaborative effort. Jim Kindraka had the inspiration and did the prototype
research. Scott MacKenzie did the CAD work to get the parts 3-D printed. I did some
modifications and assembled it so I could cast a one-piece body. The kit has decals for
UP and MP with both the buzzsaw and screaming eagle emblems.

TTX FLATCAR INSTRUCTIONS
PARTS LIST:
1- cast resin body
1- cast resin frame
1- lead weight
1-decal envelope
1-AB brake set
1-detail bag containing:
1-brake wheel
4-stirrup steps
28-drop grab irons

1- chain
1- .015 wire
1- .04 x .06 x 1.8” styrene strip
1- .03 x .08 x .56” styrene strip

Read through the instructions before starting. You may want to change the order to suit
yourself. You may want to add more details.
1. Clean flash from resin castings. Check that the coupler mounts on the frame fit into
the notches on the body.
2. After all the flash is cleaned, wash the underframe in soapy water, I use Simple
Green and an old toothbrush to get dirt, dust and any excess mold release off. Others
use a dish detergent such as Dawn. Be persistent. Rinse well and dry.

3. Invert the frame and add any brake detail you desire. The photo shows some basic
detail that has been added. The frame has mounting spots for the reservoir, cylinder
and triple valve. Prototype photos show that some cars had different brake layouts.

4. You may drill the frame for both trucks and couplers now or later. Adjust for coupler
height. Remove the trucks and couplers. Some prototype cars were equipped with
Barber S-2-C trucks, and some with A-3 Ride-Control trucks, both with 36” wheels and
roller bearings.
Smoky Mountain Model Works http://www.smokymountainmodelworks.com makes a
100 ton Barber S-2 roller bearing truck with rotating end caps to order in batches.

American Models stocks roller bearing trucks http://americanmodels.com/ .
MTH makes a 70 ton Barber S-2 roller bearing truck, available from Port Lines Hobbies,
http://64.251.10.24/~worldofw/cgi-bin/shopplcom.pl/SID=204622812/page=results-new.
html.
5. Install the drop-grab irons. (Note, some of the prototype cars were equipped with
ladders instead of grab irons.) Starter holes are provided. I used a .06 spacer to set the
side grabs.

The end grabs are about flush with horizontal ribs. The top grab on the ends that
extends the full width is fabricated with the .015 wire provided. I also used this wire to
make tiny hooks to secure this grab to the vertical braces.

6. Install brake gear on the end of the car. Start by gluing the provided .03 x .08
styrene strip.

This provides for mounting the brake gear housing. Before gluing in place, drill the
brake gear housing for the brake wheel, and for the chain to come out of the bottom.

Now make a tiny hook in the end of the .015 wire and thread the last link of the chain
onto the straight end of the wire. Slide the chain down to the hook and secure with a
drop of AC while the chain is hanging straight down. Drill a hole in the brake platform
directly below the brake gear housing (I used a .046 drill, it could be larger). Cut the
stem of the hook so it goes completely into the hole in the bottom of the brake gear
housing. Thread the chain down through the hole in the brake platform and glue the

hook into the brake gear housing. Cut the chain flush with the bottom of the platform
and secure with a drop of AC. Clean the flash from the brake wheel and attach.

7. This is when I painted, with the body and frame still separate. The prototypes came
with the underframe painted the same color as the body, along with most of the trucks.
A few of the MP cars were delivered with black trucks.
8. The lead weight provided will give a total car weight of about 7 oz., the NMRA
recommendation. You may use less weight if you wish or to compensate for a load.
Wear gloves. I cut the lead in half and located them at the ends of the car. Make sure
the lead is flat. I put it between a block of wood and a solid surface and pound with a
hammer. Gel AC works well. If you got paint on the surface, scape it off.

9. Glue the frame to the car body. Check the fit first. Make sure the brake rigging is
oriented. The conical end of the cylinder should “point” to the B end where the brake
wheel is. Gel AC works well.
10. Apply decals. Use the technique that works for you. I tried something I read about
that worked well. After removing the decal from the backing with water as usual, I set
the decal on a paper towel to remove water, painted a thin film of Future Floor Finish on

the site and placed the decal. Use Q-tip or a small piece of paper towel held in
tweezers to roll excess Future out from under the decal. After drying, a final coat of
Future seals the deal.
11. I wait until now to put on the stirrup steps. It means some touch-up painting, but I
don’t have to worry about knocking them off while building. Because the prototype
steps are not mounted on the face of the carside, we can better secure them on the
model. Scrape the paint off the glue surfaces. ACC the steps to the backside of the
carside. Cut the .04 x .06 styrene strip into 4 equal pieces, and glue them behind the
steps, to the carside and to the floor, using gap-filling ACC. I also attached the bell
crank and rod below the brake platform at this point.

12. Touch-up the paint and apply your seal-coat.

Here is the finished car, minus the lube plate decals which will be included.

There are articles on this car in The Eagle, the publication of the Missouri Pacific
Historical Society, Vol. 34, No. 1, Spring 2009, and the November 1995 Railmodel
Journal.
There are prototype photos at http://www.rrpicturearchives.net . Go to MP rolling stock,
gondolas, #s 641150 through 643821, and UP rolling stock, gondolas #s 32400 through
32699.

